
SENATE....]No. 36.

House or Representatives, January 7th, 1852.

Ordered. That a committee be appointed, to consist of one
from each county, with such as the Senate may join, to take
into consideration the propriety of amending the Constitution
of the Commonwealth, so as to accomplish among other things,
substantially, the following results :

First. —A Senate of forty members, to be chosen in single
senatorial districts.

Second.—A. House of Representatives, of from two hundred
to three hundred members, (more or less,) which shall give a
representation of the people, “ founded upon the principle of
equality.”

Third.—To provide for the election, directly by the people,
of all officers who are now appointed by the governor and
council, (except those of a judicial character.)

Fourth.—To make the plurality system apply in all elec-
tions, for State officers, by the people.

House of Representatives, January 22, 1852.
Referred to the Joint Special Committee, on so much of the

Governor’s Address as relates to the Constitution, &c.
Sent up for concurrence.

LEWIS JOSSELYN, Clerk.

In Senate, January 23d, 1852.
Concurred.

F. H. UNDERWOOD, Clerk.

(TommonUmiUl) of iHassadjusttts.
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Ordered, That
, with such as the House may join,

be a committee to consider the expediency of proposing certain
amendments to the Constitution of this Commonwealth, in the
following particulars, viz. :

Fust.—To abolish the Executive Council.
Second.—To make the Lieutenant Governor, ex officio, presi-

dent of the Senate.
Third.—To require the Governor to make all nominations of

civil officers to the Senate, for confirmation.
Fourth.—To divide the Commonwealth into forty senatorial

districts, based on population.
Fifth. —To make the aforesaid districts representative dis-

tricts, also, with power to elect representatives in the
General Court.

Sixth.—To authorize a plurality of votes to elect in all elec-
tions.

Seventh. —To provide for the election of sheriffs, registers of
probate, and commissioners of insolvency, by the voters of the
respective counties, and justices of the peace, by the voters of
the respective towns, to hold their offices for the term of
years.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

House of Representatives, January 27th, 1852.

Ordered, That the Committee on Revision of the Constitu-
tion of this Commonwealth, be requested to consider the expe-
diency of revising the same, by convention or otherwise, so that

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

In Senate, January 12, 1852.
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First. —The basis of representation shall not be any longer
the whole number of souls, but only the ratable polls of natu-
ralized citizens.

Secondly.—That if there is to be no account made, as there
is not now, of the fractions of population, (which of course
almost every town must have,) that every town be permitted
to send one representative every year, and no town or city be
permitted to send more than ten any year.
. Thirdly.—That the judges of the supreme court and of the
court of common pleas, with the sheriffs, be elected by the
people every five years.

Sent up for concurrence.
LEWIS JOSSELYN, Clerk.

Concurred.
F. H. UNDERWOOD, Clerk.

House of Representatives, January 28th, 1852.

Ordered, That the Committee on Revision of the Constitu-
tion, take into consideration the expediency of amending the
Constitution, so that all elections now held on Monday be held
on Tuesday of the same week and month, as at present.

Sent up for concurrence.
LEWIS JOSSELYN, Clerk.

Concurred.
F. H. UNDERWOOD, Clerk.

In Senate, January 28, 1852.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

In Senate, January 29, 1852.
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The Joint Special Committee on so much of the Governor’s
Address as refers to a revision of the Constitution of the
State, and the division of cities and large towns into single
representative districts; also, to which was referred the Order
of the Senate of January 12th, and the Order of the House, of
January 7th, severally proposing certain amendments to the
Constitution; also, to which was referred the Order of the
House, of January 23d, to inquire into the expediency of
repealing, in whole or in part, the plurality law of the last
session: also, the Order of the House, of January 27th, to
consider the expediency of revising the Constitution,

REPORT:

That they be discharged from the further consideration of
the several subjects referred to them, and that the same be re-
ferred to a joint special committee, consisting of five members
of the Senate and one member of the House from each county.

For the committee,

W. GRISWOLD, Chairman

Accepted and sent down for concurrence.
Messrs. Griswold, Burlingame, Lawrence, Wood, and Kuhn,

appointed.
F. H. UNDERWOOD, Clerk.

erommontoraltij of JHassacljwsttts,

In Senate, January 28, 1852.
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House of Re, resentatives, January 29, 1852,

Concurred, and

Messrs. Davis, of Worcester, for Worcester Co
Schoulee, of Boston, for Suffolk
Brown, of Cheshire, for Berkshire “

Simonds, of Bedford, for Middlesex “

Richmond, of New Bedford, for Bristol “

Aspinwall, of Brookline, for Norfolk “

Shaw, of Bridgewater, for Plymouth “

Bryant, of Monroe, for Franklin “

Nichols, of Haverhill, for Essex “

Pomeroy, of Southampton, for Hampshire “

Bacon, of Granville, for Hampden “

Allen, of Tisbury, for Dukes “

Cleverly, of Wellfleet, for Barnstable “

Worth, of Nantucket, for Nantucket “

are joined.
LEWIS JOSSELYN, Clerk
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The Joint Special Committee, to whom was referred so much
of the Governor’s Address, as relates to a revision of the Con-
stitution of the State. Also, the Order of the House of January
7th, “ to take into consideration the propriety of amending the
Constitution of the Commonwealth, so as to accomplish, among
other things, substantially, the following results :

“First. A Senate of forty members, to be chosen in single
senatorial districts.

“ Second. A House of Representatives, of from 200 to 300
members, (more or less,) which shall give a representation of
the people, ‘ founded upon the principle of equality.’

“ Third. To provide for the election, directly by the peo-
ple, of all officers who are now appointed by the Governor and
Council, (except those of a judicial character.)

“Fourth. To make the plurality system apply in all elec-
tions for State officers, by the people.”

Also, the Order of the Senate of January 12lh, “ to consider
the expediency of proposing certain amendments to the Consti-
tution of this Commonwealth, in the following particulars, viz.:
“ Ist. To abolish the Executive Council.
“2nd. To make the Lieutenant Governor, ex officio, Presi-

dent of the Senate.
“3d. To require the Governor to make all nominations of

civil officers to the Senate, for confirmation.
“ 4th. To divide the Commonwealth into forty senatorial

districts, based on population.
“ sth. To make the aforesaid districts representative dis-

tricts, also, with power to elect representatives in the
General Court.

(Commontotaltij of iHasaacijußetts,

In Senate, February 21, 1852.
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“6th. To authorize a plurality of votes to elect in all
elections.

“7th. To provide for the election of sheriffs, registers of
probate, and commissioners of insolvency, by the voters of the
respective counties, and justices of the peace, by the voters of
the respective towns, to hold their office for the term of
years.”

Also, the Order of the House of January 27th, “to consider
the expediency of revising the Constitution by Convention, or
otherwise, so that,

“ Ist. The basis of representation shall not be any longer the
whole number of souls, but only the ratable polls of naturalized
citizens.

“2nd. That if there is to be no account made, as there is
not now, of the fractions of population, (which, of course, al-
most every town must have,) that every town be permitted to
send one representative every year, and no town or city be
permitted to send more than ten any year.

“3d. That the judges of the supreme court, and of the
court of common pleas, with the sheriffs, be elected by the
people every five years.”

Also, the Order of the House, of January 28th, “ to take into
consideration the expediency of amending the Constitution, so
that, all elections now held on Monday, be held on Tuesday of
the same week and month as at present,” have considered the
same, and submit the following

The Committee propose to discuss the subjects embraced in
these various orders, under the three following heads;—

First. What changes, if any, are required in the Constitu-
tion of Massachusetts ?

Second. In what mode shall these changes be accomplished 1
Under this head we shall state our reasons for recommending a
Convention.

Third. We shall examine the right or power of the Legisla-
ture to propose to the people, by law, the question, Whether
they will, or will not, assemble in Conve i ion, for the purpose
of revising the Constitution ; and sh. 1 answer the objections
which have been made to this right or power.

REPORT;
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Proceeding in the method above marked out, our first inquiry
is, What changes, if any, are required in the Constitution?

I. The first subject which would demand the attention of
the Convention, is a change in our present system of represen-
tation. It is now agreed, on all hands, that some change in
this respect is necessary. The present constitutional provisions
on this subject, though complicated, are ingenious, and though
they have been the source of much complaint during the last
few years, yet the practical working of the system, has been
much better thus far, than it is likely to be, if continued in
future. But, however light, comparatively speaking, may have
been the evil hitherto, or whatever doubts a portion of the peo-
ple may have had about the expediency of any material change
in the present system, ten years’ experience under it, coupled
with a knowledge of its future operation, as now established by
official facts and calculations, from the Secretary of the Com-
monwealth, can, we think, leave no doubt in the mind of any
reasonable man, that some change is absolutely necesssary, to
restore that equality of representation, which was contemplated
by the framers of the Constitution.

Of the particular mode of accomplishing this important re-
form, we do not think it advisable to speak in detail. And
whether this most desirable result can be best accomplished by
dividing the State into single representative districts, based
upon the number of people, of legal voters, or of ratable polls,
or whether the numbers and ratios of the present system can be
so changed, as to secure a plan of reasonable equality, and pre-
serve the principle of corporate, town representation, under
which the people of the Commonwealth have so long lived, and
prospered, and for which there unquestionably still exists a
strong attachment, it is not the province of the Legislature to
say. The members of the Convention, fresh from the people,
reflecting their wishes, and chosen with reference to this, among
other important questions, and representing, as they will, every
variety of interest, and all shades of opinion, and especially,
after the discussion on this subject, which has already taken
place, and which will hereafter be had, in all the towns and
cities, previous to the time of the Convention, will, we doubt
not, be able to perfect a system, which will remedy the mon-
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strous evils which now exist, and be satisfactory to the great
majority of the people of the Common wealth.

11. We suggest a division of the State into 40 single senatorial
districts, and. also, into nine single executive councilor districts,
unless the council is to be abolished, and that each district should
nominate and elect its own senator and councilor. This prop-
osition, so far as,senators are concerned, though not new,—is,
we believe, growing more in favor with the people every year.
And, if the council remains, we see no reason why its members
should not be selected and chosen in the same manner as sena-
tors will be, under the proposed plan. In those states whose
constitutions have recently been revised, the single district has
generally been adopted instead of the general ticket system;
and the recent law of the United States, providing for the elec-
tion of members of Congress by single districts, instead of by
general ticket, is based upon the same principle, and has re-
ceived the sanction of nearly or quite every state in the Union.
The advantages of the single district system, are numerous, and
important. The will of the people, in this way, is much belter
represented; the people, who know best their own men, and in-
terests, can make their own selection of candidates, without
being exposed to the interference or dictation of those without
the immediate district, and the senator, or councilor, thus
selected, will feel his responsibility to the people of the district
which he represents. Under the general ticket sytem, combi-
nations may be formed, by means of which candidates may be
put on the ticket, and forced upon particular localities, or por-
tions of the district, against the wishes of the people whom they
were selected to represent. It is not only a safe, but wise rule,
to confide to the people the selection of their own public ser-
vants; and that system is the best, which will most perfectlysecure this fundamental principle of government. We cannot
belter conclude our own views on this subject, than by quotinga portion of the remarks of a distinguished Senator from Mas-
sachusetts, the lamented Mr. Bates, of Northampton, upon thebill for electing members of Congress by single districts.

“The district system, as far as possible, secures to the peo-ple, a correct, fair, and full representation. It best conforms tothe true spirit and intent, of the Constitution. The people
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designate from among themselves their own representative.
He is acquainted with their interests, their views, and feelings,
and is, therefore, well qualified to represent them. His depend-
ance is upon them; his allegiance is emphatically to them,—he
is under the highest obligation, as well as the strongest induce-
ments, to represent them faithfully and truly. Moreover, the
district can dismiss him. Their voice in this matter is not lia-
ble to be overruled and controled by other districts, nor is their
representative under any temptation to look away from them to
some dictatorial, self-installed, superintending power elsewhere,
fur his nomination, nor to other interests and influences than
theirs, for his election. Thus there is created in a district, a
social as well as political relation, which is as salutary as it is
efficient, in securing mutual confidence and mutual fidelity.
The general ticket system disfranchises the minority, however
near it may approach to a majority, and in however so many
-districts it would actually constitute a majority, and be entitled
to a representative, its voice is never heard, its vote is never
counted. It is subjected to laws it has no agency in making,
and to taxes, which it has no representative agency in imposing.”

HI. In the third place, the Committee submit that more of
the offices of the State should be made elective. Without

reflecting in the least upon the wisdom which, as a general
thing, has hitherto marked the appointing power, or without

calling in question the integrity and ability of the men who
now occupy the various offices which we propose to fill by pop-
ular elections, instead of appointment by the Executive, we

believe that public opinion will be better consulted, the. public
good better subserved, and the Constitution be more conforma-
ble to the spirit, of the age, and the genius of our republican
institutions, in which all power resides in, and emanates from

the people, to confide to the people themselves the nomination
and election of more of their public servants. We believe that

a Convention, which should accurately reflect the wishes of the

people of the Commonwealth, would greatly improve our Con-

stitution, by providing that the secretary of the Commonwealth,
the treasurer and receiver general, the auditor of accounts, all
prosecuting attorneys, sheriffs, registers of probate, clerks of our

■courts, executive councilors, and justices of the peace, should
be elected by the people.
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The expediency of making other, and more important judicial
offices elective, has received the careful consideration of the
Committee On the one hand, the same argument which op-
erates in favor of the election of other officers by the people,
applies to some extent to our judges; besides, it is difficult to
understand why the people are not as competent to select proper
men for judicial offices, as they are to select the executive, who
himself appoints all judicial officers. We have also the exam-
ple of some of the principal states in the Union, where this
practice has been adopted, and, so far as we can learn, is now
in safe and successful operation. On the other hand, we have
had in the past history of our own Commonwealth, under the
present system, a pure, upright, and learned judiciary, who
have commanded the confidence, and respect of all classes of
the community, and whose decisions are quoted as high author-
ity, in every state in the Union. And deeming it unwise, in a
matter touching the organic laws of the state, to tread upon
doubtful ground, and being unwilling to take a step, which, by
any possibility may tend to sully the purity, injure the charac-
ter, or lessen the dignity of that department of the government,
in the pure, and learned administration of which, are involved
the great interests of property, reputation, liberty, and life,
whatever may be the private opinions of the Committee, we do
not now feel justified in recommending this important change.
Should a convention be called, we doubt not it would number
among its members, many of the most distinguished men in the
Commonwealth, men selected from the bench, the bar, as well
as from the more common, but not less useful avocations of life.
Men who by their age, and practical learning, experience and
observation, would be much better qualified to settle this im-
portant question than we can claim to be.

It has been suggested that judicial officers might be elected
by the Legislature, and their term of office be limited to a defi-
nite number of years, but our present judiciary system has
worked so well, we feel unwilling at this time, to recommend
even this change, preferring to leave this as well as the former
branch of the same subject, to the wisdom of the Convention
itself; it being our object to point out only those parts of the
Constitution, where palpable defects exist, and where the reme-
dy is not of a doubtful character. Every change is in itself an
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evil, and unless the ills we now suffer, are greater than the evil
which is inseparable from the change itself, it is not the part of
wisdom to attempt to change our condition.

IV. The Committee recommend a change in the Constitu-
tion, limiting the sessions of the Legislature, to a definite num-
ber of days. There is nothing in the legislation of Massachu-
setts which has given rise to more well-grounded complaints,
among the people, than the long sessions of the last four or five
years. It is true that Massachusetts, though small in territory, has
many very important branches of business requiring legislation.
Her manufacturing, mechanical, agricultural, trading, commer-
cial and railroad interests are large, and important. Add to
this, her educational system, growing into perfection under the
patronage "of the. State, and requiring constant legislation, as
new and better ideas on this great subject, are devolved, and
you have no small or scanty field, for sound, safe, and hard
legislative labor. Every reasonable opportunity should un-
questionably be given, to all interests, and classes of her peo-
ple, to seek through the Legislature, such aid, as is right and
proper. Nor should the session be limited to so short a period,
as to create a necessity for hasty, crude, and ill-digested legisla-
tion. But what necessity exists for protracting the sessions
four, or five months each year? The Committeee believe that
a session of one hundred days will prove sufficient for the trans-
action of all necessary business by the Legislature; especially
if general shall take the place of special laws, and if the plural-
ity system shall be extended to the various offices of the gov-
ernment, and the present dilatory, cumbersome mode of organ-
izing the government be abolished, in conformity with proposi-
tions to that effect, which we shall hereafter have the honor to
submit, under the three heads last above-named.

V. The Committee submit that the Constitution should pro-
vide for general instead of special laws. How far this principle
shall be made to apply to specific subjects will remain of course
for the Convention to settle ; but we have no hesitation in say-
ing, that banks, railroads, manufactures, and insurance compa-
nies, may be safely subjected to general laws; and probably on
more thorough examination the principle may be extended much
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farther. Bat the principle, even to this extent, once settled,
and incorporated into the Constitution of the Stale, will effect
an entire change in our legislation. Our laws will then be
more simple, plain, and better understood; their benefits will
not be confined to a few, or to certain classes; but will be equal
in their operations, diffusing their benefits among all alike,
whether high or low, rich or poor. A large portion of the time
now occupied by each session, in passing and amending special
acts, will be saved ; thus furnishing, as we have already sug-
gested, a strong reason for limiting the sessions of the Legis-
lature to a period much shorter than is now usually occupied.

This important provision should be incorporated into the
Constitution; it should become a part of the organic law of the
State, a fundamental principle in the government, that it may
be placed beyond the reach of private and personal interests, or
party action, or the fluctuating opinions of successive legis-
latures.

TI, In the sixth place, we recommend the adoption of the
plurality system, in more of our elections. To what extent the
Constitution should be revised on this subject, and how far the
system shall be carried, will of course remain for the Conven-
tion to settle. Nor do we now express any opinion as to which
would be the most expedient, if the system is to be adopted, to
apply it to the first, or only to the second, or some subsequent
election. But the time and money which is now expended,
and the party animosity which is engendered, by the numerous
and unsuccessful attempts to elect the various State, county,
and town or city officers, have become grounds of repealed and
loud complaints in all portions of the Commonwealth. This
part of the Constitution should undergo a thorough revision : it
should be done not rashly, but with great care, and delibera-
tion. We are aware that the majority principle has long been
considered the conservative element of our Constitution; and
many sound and well-balanced minds may take alarm at a
proposition of this kind; but we think that a moment’s reflec-
tion will satisfy the most fastidious, that their fears are ground-
less. The practical operation of our Constitution for the last
ten years, has been in very many instances, to place in the
most important offices in the State, men who have received, not
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a majority, but only a plurality, of the popular vote. Indeed,
this result seems to be fast becoming the general rule, and not
the exception. And in some instances these offices have been
filled by men who have received not even a plurality of the
popular vote.

No one has a right to complain of these results, so long as
the Constitution remains as it is; and we only allude to them,
for the purpose of showing that the Constitution itself, in its
practical operation, has partially destroyed a principle, which
by many has long been considered essential to the stability and
perpetuity of our government. This subject was thoroughly
discussed in all its bearings, in the popular branch of the Legis-
lature, during the sessions of 1849, and 1850, and although the
most disastrous results were then predicted, should the plurality
principle to any extent become a law, yet we believe that the
act of last session, providing for the election of members of Con-
gress by plurality on the second trial, is not only a just, and
safe, but very popular law.

YII. The present cumbersome, formal mode of organizing
the government, we submit should be abolished. Eight or ten
days are now usually occupied in this organization, which is
nothing less than an annual waste of six or eight thousand dol-
lars of the peoples’ money. The election of secretary of the
Commonwealth, treasurer and receiver general, auditor of ac-
counts, and executive councilors, by the people, with an appli-
cation of the plurality principle to these officers, as well as to
the governor, lieutenant governor, and State senators, would do
much to remedy this evil. These changes, with a few other
slight modifications of the Constitution in the same direction,
especially the establishment of a board of men to count the
votes, declare the result, and notify the persons elected, would
enable the Legislature to organize the government, and be ready
to proceed with the business of the session, in two, or at the
longest, in three days. This change alone, would, in the course
of ten years, nearly or quite defray the whole expense of the
Convention.

VIII. In the next place, the committee recommend a change
in the Constitution, so as to make the lieutenant governor, ex
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officio, president of the senate. This office seems now to be
but a nominal and unnecessary one, except in case of a vacan-
cy in the office of governor, by reason of his death, or absence
from the Commonwealth; but this event so rarely occurs, it
does not seem to furnish a sufficient reason for the annual elec-
tion, and remuneration of a person competent for a place, which
he so rarely has occasion to fill. To be sure, the lieutenant
governor, in his constitutional connection with the executive
council, has arduous and responsible duties to discharge; but
these duties might all be performed by the other members of the
council; so that the lieutenant governor might perform the du-
ties of president of the senate, without any detriment to the
ordinary business of the executive department; and thus a
laborious, and highly responsible, and honorable office be
coupled with, or substituted for one which has generally been
considered in the light of a sinecure. This recommendation of
the Committee is conformable to the constitutions of several of
the states in the Union, and also to the Constitution of the
United States, which provides that the vice president shall, ex
officio, be president of the senate. This, of itself, is not a very
grave, or important change, yet, from the consideration we have
been able to give the subject, we are very favorably inclined to
the change.

IX. The committee next submit that the term of office of
justices of the peace, should be limited to a period not exceed-
ing five years ; we would also extend their jurisdiction to a sum
not less than fifty dollars, and make provision for a jury of five
or seven men, at the request of either party; and take away all
appeal in civil actions tried before a jury, where the amount in
dispute is less than twenty dollars. We believe that these pro-
visions, coupled with the election of justices of the peace bythe people, will constitute a system of administration in this
tribunal, which has long been demanded in this Commonwealth,which will be highly satisfactory to the people, and which willremove, almost if not entirely, those evils, which the Legisla-ture have from time to time in vain attempted to remedy, underthe existing provisions of the constitution relative to justices ofthe peace.
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X. The committee think it would be expedient to change
the day of our annual State elections to conform to the time
fixed for the presidential election, under the recent law of Con-
gress. This change would prevent the necessity of having two
elections on two different days once in four years, and remedy a
great inconvenience, which now exists. In addition to the loss
of the time spent in voting on election day, many voters reside
away from home, and they find it very difficult, and expensive,
to leave their business and make two journeys to and from the
place of their legal domicil, for the purpose of voting in the State
and nationalelections on different days; which by the constitution
they are now obliged to do. At the State election, next after
the last presidential election, the total vote of Massachusetts
was 124,055 votes; had this election occurred on the same day
of the presidential election, all the time and money spent in
voting on that day would have been saved. Reckoning the
time of each voter at one dollar per day, and allowing one half
day as the average time necessarily spent by each voter at that
election, and we have the sum of 062,027 saved in a single
election by this one change in the constitution : a sum which
would go far to defray the whole expense of the convention.

XI. We recommend that a provision should be incorpora-
ted into the constitution, appropriating the income of the Maine
lands, to the purposes of common school education Whether
this provision should be limited to one half of the income,
according to the present provisions of law, or be extended so as
to embrace the future income of the other half, after the W est-
ern Railroad Slock Sinking Fund shall have reached its matu-
rity, as well as the income of the million dollars of stock which
will have accrued from these lands, is a question which we do not
assume to settle. But whatever amount the convention decide
to appropriate to this sacred purpose, should be fixed in the
constitution, and thus be placed beyond the reach of change, or
repeal, by ordinary legislation. We are of opinion that the
people of Massachusetts are indebted to her common school
system, more than to any one thing, for that general intelli-
gence, sobriety, prosperity and happiness, which mark her con-
dition perhaps beyond that of any state in the Union.

It is in the common school that the great mass of her people
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receive their education ; and we believe the State will be recre-
ant to her duty to the present and future generations if she suf-
fers to pass unimproved this golden opportunity of laying the
foundations of popular common school education, upon a per-
manent and immovable basis. An effort was made in the con-
vention of 1820, to accomplish the same thing; and we deem
it a matter of deep regret, that all the income of this common
property of all the people of the State was not then by constitu-
tional enactment, solemnly dedicated forever, to the high and
holy purposes of common school education.

There are other subjects which would undoubtedly command
the attention of the convention should one be called by the peo-
ple. But it has been our purpose to enumerate those only,
which to our minds, are clearly called for by the best interests
of the Commonwealth; and we are happy to find that men of
all parlies seem to concur in the necessity, of nearly all these
important changes in the constitution ; and we look upon this
fact as a favorable omen, to the great object we have in view.
If we are ever called upon to divest ourselves of all party
prejudice and predilection, it is certainly when we approach the
constitution of the Commonwealth, with a view to make mate-
rial changes in this sacred instrument. We should be guided
by no other motives or considerations, than those which are
founded in the public good. The constitution is the standard
by which all our legislation is to be tested; how important then
that this standard be as perfect 11 as the lot of humanity will
admit!” The constitution is our political chart; under whose
directions we may reach a still higher degree of prosperity and
happiness, or degenerate into corruption, effeminacy and ruin:
how important then to us all, that this chart be absolutely cor-
rect, or as nearly so as fallible human intellect can make it.
Whilst there is a general concurrence among the members of
the committee, as to the importance of many, or all of the
changes which we recommend, there is a difference of opinion
as to the mode of accomplishing these important and desirable
results. We therefore feel called upon to state briefly under the
second general head of our report, the reasons which have in-
fluenced a majority of the committee in recommending a con-
vention of the people, for the purpose of accomplishing these

3
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changes, rather than the mode pointed out in the constitution
for obtaining specific and particular amendments.

1. The amendments contemplated by the constitution, in the
manner there pointed out, in our opinion have no reference to a
general revision of that instrument, such as we have enumera-
ted for the consideration of the Legislature, in connexion with
the expediency of calling a convention of the people. We fully
concur with the remark of his Excellency the Governor on this
point, in his address to the two branches of the Legislature, in
which he says, “ The constitution contemplates its own amend-
ment by the Legislature, but this provision manifestly relates
to those unimportant changes which time might render neces-
sary.” We believe, therefore, that, if it is not a direct viola-
tion of the constitution to accomplish such general changes in
the mode there pointed out, it is clearly more in conformity with
that instrument, that, such a general revision of the constitution
should be made by a convention called for the express purpose,
rather than in the mode prescribed for specific and particular
amendments.

2. The members of the Legislature were not chosen with
any reference to these amendments. A man may be well quali-
fied for the business of ordinary legislation, but quite unfit to
revise a constitution; and without reflecting in the least upon
the ability of the members of the Legislature, it is enough to
say, that not one of them could have been elected with refer-
ence to the various changes now proposed in the constitution;
and, to attempt to make these changes by the Legislature,
would be little better than a piece of deception upon the people,
who have a right to know, when selecting a public servant, in
general, the business upon which he is to be employed.

3. Many men would be returned to the convention, who are
not eligible to the Legislature; as no restrictions as to eligibility
are imposed upon the delegates in the bill which we submit
with this report; and thus the convention would enjoy the ad-
vantage of some of the best talents in the State; of men pecu-
liarly qualified by their vocation, for this specific work, such as
the judges of our courts, and some other classes who are not eli-
gible to a seat in the Legislature. Again ; there is a large number
of men in the Commonwealth, some absorbed in business, oth-
ers retired from the pursuits of active life, men of learning and
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experience, possessing a thorough knowledge of the principles of
government, who will not suffer their names to be placed on the
list of competitors for a seat in the Legislature, who might con-
sent to take seats in a convention which is to shape for another
third of a century the fundamental law of the Commonwealth.

4. As a matter of economy, we believe the expense of a con-
ven'ion would not much, if any, exceed the cost of accomplish-
ing the same result, by the action of two successive legislatures.
We believe that amendments so numerous and important, to un-
dergo a proper discussion in both branches of the Legislature
by men chosen with no reference to this subject, would protract
the session at least four or five weeks; and this, repealed by the
next Legislature, would occupy nearly or quite as much time as
the convention itself. Much was said by the press during the late
canvass as to the probable expense of the proposed convention,
and many suppositions extremely wild and visionary were made
in the premises. It was nothing unusual to see the expense
reckoned as high as two or three hundred thousand dollars.
The convention of 1820 sat fifty five days, and cost $59,889 60 ;

The proposed convention would not, in our opinion, necessarily
occupy over seventy-five days. It would cost about one thou-
sand dollars per day, allowing the same pay as members of the
Legislature receive. The whole expense need not exceed sev-
enty-five thousand dollars.

5. The amendments will be much better matured, and the
changes will be made with more care and deliberation in a con-
vention, called for that specific object, than they can be, mixed
up with every kind of ordinary legislation, and left to the mercy
of members, whose minds are almost wholly occupied with
other subjects, and who of course cannot bring to the investiga-
tion of these great questions, that time and thought which their
importance demands. We can think of nothing more rash, and
dangerous, than for the Legislature, in connection with the hun-
dreds of other subjects of ordinary legislation which press upon
its attention, to enter at the same time upon a general revision
of the constitution. What apology could we make to our con-
stituents for running such hazards with the constitution, when
the convention is almost as cheap, and so much the safer,
wiser, and better course 1
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G. Another, and still more important reason in favor of a con-

vention is, that this is the only certain mode of accomplishing
these great reforms in the constitution. If these amendments
should pass the present Legislature, there is no certainty that
two-thirds of the next House of Representatives can be found
who will he willing to adopt and place them before the people.
Although we are willing to concede, that, as a general thing,
members of the Legislature would mean to be actuated by fair
and honorable motives ; still the representation of some of the
towns having become exhausted, a third of the House might be
found, who would feel unwilling, perhaps unauthorized by their
constituents, to abandon the power which they can perma-
nently hold, by so simple a process as a negative vote of only
one third of the House, to a convention of delegates of the peo-
ple, and finally to the people themselves. Indeed it is not too
much to say, that the minority of the members of the House,
clothed with such power, and in an important sense an inter-
ested party, could not act in such an emergency so impartially,
as the people themselves would do, were the question submitted
to them. And after all efforts to amend the constitution without
a convention are thus exhausted, perhaps at the very close of
the next session, the Legislature would probably then be unable
to pass a bill for a convention; so that in whatever light we
view the subject, we run the hazard of losing for the present,
perhaps forever, all these important constitutional changes, un-
less a bill for a convention is passed at the present session.

7. But the most important reason for a convention, instead of
the mode pointed out in the constitution for specific and partic-
ular amendments, is, that it belongs to the people and not to the
Legislature to frame and revise the organic law. Our propo-
sition is nothing less than a revision of the constitution. This
the Legislature have no right to do : it belongs exclusively to
the people. The Legislature of Massachusetts, previous to the
formation of the old constitution of 1780, f.amed a constitution
and submitted it to the people for their ratification; but the
people rejected it, and mainly, as appears by the discussions on
the subject in the town meetings, on the ground that the Legis-
lature have no power to frame a constitution. It is the business
of the Legislature to enact laws in accordance with the funda-
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mental law, which fundamental law the people themselves
alone have power to make and revise.

Accordingly afterwards, the Legislature submitted the ques-
tion of a convention to the people, the convention was called
and the constitution of 1780 was framed, which was afterwards
adopted by the people. The propriety of authorizing the Le-
gislature to make specific and particular amendments, is very
questionable, as it is, to a limited extent, vesting in the. Legisla-
ture pbwer, which belongs to the people alone. But to go be-
yond the specific, and particular steps contemplated by the con-
stitution, and enter upon a general revision of that instrument,
is not only unwise and dangerous in itself, but contrary to all
the precedents, usages, and commonly received opinions in this
Commonwealth, and in the United States. But as this part of
the subject, that is, the want of power in the Legislature, it
being the mere creature of the constitution, to revise that in-
strument, will be somewhat fully discussed in the subsequent
part of this report, we do not deem it necessary to add more at
this time.

Having thus suggested some of the principal changes, which
the committee deem necessary to be made in the constitution,
together with that mode of effecting these changes, which to our
minds is not only the wisest, and best, but the only one by
which they can constitutionally be done, we proceed in the third
and last place, to examine the right or power of the Legislature
to propose to the people the question of a convention. And
here, the committee have been met on the threshold with the
grave question, Does the Legislature of Massachusetts possessany constitutional power to propose to the people by law to as-semble according to the established forms of law, and decide byt leir votes legally taken and ascertained, whether they do ordo not will, that a convention assemble for the revision or
amendment of the constitution 7

If the negative side of this question had not been seriouslypresented, and argued with apparent zeal and good faith, thecommittee would have assumed the affirmative as one of thepostulates or first principles of representative government. Onm
,°St CarefU ‘ C°nSlderation of the subject, they have re-urned to the same point of conviction as to the general doc-
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trine, and are confirmed in it by consideration of the provisions
of the present constitution.

All the public law of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
her entire history, everything in the nature of principle or au-
thority bearing on the subject, in any manner or relation, recog-
nizes and establishes as the fundamental doctrine of our insti-
tutions, that the people, or in other words, the aggregate society,
are the primary source of power, that all government is estab-
lished by and for them ; and that they have plenary power to

revise, annul, or change their institutions at will. No man or
set of men appointed, or chosen, in this or that mode, or acting
in given forms, or according to any prescribed rules, have vn-
changenhle right to govern the people of Massachusetts. This
position ali must admit as common ground. The lines of di-
vergent opinion can only commence in the inquiry, How is the
will of the people to be ascertained 1 And the answer to this
inqury must afford a solution of the question as to the constitu-
tional rights of the Legislature.

In seeking this answer, the committee pass over the whole
field of revolutionary changes in government, or in organic
law. We claim a constitutional right, nay more, we maintain,
that out of the channels of constitutional right which we as-
sume, there is no way of revising the constitution of the Com-

monwealth, except revolution, that the alternative is revolution,
and that an act of the Legislature proposing a convention is the
only constitutional means of reaching a revision of the consti-
tution.

The committee recur, then, to the inquiry thus limited, How
is the will of the people to remodel or modify their existing in-
stitutions of government to be constitutionally ascertained]
And they find the answer to this inquiry precisely where they
find the right itself of constitutional self government, that is, in
the public law, and political history of the United States, and of
each and every other of the states of the Union. To preclude
any suggestion of prejudice to a strictly constitutional view of
the subject, we begin with the United States, and with the sev-

eral states, when they had traversed the revolutionary epoch,
when they had ceased to need appeal to revolutionary right,
when they had self-constituted governments each and all of
them, and when their action and the conclusions to be drawn
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from it were rigidly confined to the letter and spirit of written
constitutions. Taking our departure only here, we perceive the
universal fact to be, that when a legislative body, acting under
an existing constitution of government, has deemed a revision
of it necessary, it has put the question to the people in the form
of a law, inviting or proposing a convention ; the people have
accepted this form of deciding the matter, and all, or nearly all
constitutional governments now subsisting in any part of the
United States have their inception in such an act.

Thus, under the old confederation, the Congress created by it
recommended and proposed the assembling of the convention,
which framed the existing constitution of the United States.
Thus, iu the original thirteen states, the Legislature, under the
constitution for the time being, has submitted to the people the
question of revision by convention. Thus did each of the ter-
ritoritics proceed to organize for itself a constitution as a state.
Thus in general, have all the slates proceeded, whenever in the
judgment of the legislative body, there was occasion for a revis-
ion of the constitution of the State. In a word, so far as prin-
ciple and precedent cooperating can go, to establish any doc-
trine, it may be laid down as part of the constitutional and pub-
lic law of the United States, that whenever a constitution is
considered as requiring revision, in any material respects, the
Legislature take the will of the people by law, upon the ques-
tion, whether there shall or shall not be a convention.

So well established, and so universal is this doctrine, that the
celebrated case of Rhode Island turned mostly upon it, the
question there being, not whether the legislature has the consti-
tutional power to propose a convention, but whether the peopleof a stale can, or cannot, constitutionally operating, assemble inconvention to revise their constitution, without a previous act of
the legislature. They who denied the constitutionality of thelatter proceeding, who contended that the latter was revolution-ary, relied on the former as undeniably and emphatically con-stitutional, which may be seen by the whole argument of Mr.ebstcr, on the side of the charter government of Rhode Island.Ihe Committee do not design to touch the inquiry suggested bythe case of Rhode Island, whether the power of the Legislatureto propose the call of a convention be exclusive or not, andwhether, all other possible modes of calling a convention are
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merely acts of revolution ; they have no occasion to explore the
subject in this direction, for the opinion which they are combat-
ing is on the opposite extreme, it assuming that a call of a con-
vention by the Legislature, is equally unconstitutional with a
call not by the Legislature. Nevertheless, if a convention can-
not be assembled to revise the Constitution, either by a sponta-
neous popular act, or by act of the Legislature, then the Com-
mittee are unable to see how a state constitution is to be revised
constitutionally. State legislatures have no constituent power;
they are the mere agents and creatures of the constitution.
They would be guilty of usurpation, if they should undertake
to convert themselves into constituent assemblies. Then, if the
legislature have no general power of revision, and if there be no
power either within the legislature, or out of it, to call a con-
vention, how, except by revolution, are the people to exercise
the power, which all concede to them, of altering their institu-
tions of government at will?

The Committee conceive that the power of the Legislature to
call a convention is in accordance with the best reason, as well
as the highest right. A legislative body may not be the true,

certainly it is not an impartial judge of the reforms which itself
needs. Existing interests within it, may stand in the way of
the reforms, which the public good imperatively demands. Or,
to state the principle more absolutely, an existing government
is not probably or necessarily, the fittest, and, in supposable
cases, may be decidedly the most unfit, of the possible agents,
of its own reformation. A constituent assembly, emanating
directly from the people, chosen for the express purpose, fettered
by no prepossessions, or interests, as a legislative assembly, and
standing above, or rather aside, from the existing government,
is the natural and obvious, not less than the convenient means
of revising the Constitution.

The Committee are not aware of any constitution in the
United States, which expressly reserves to the legislature the
power to revise it; and expressly forbids the call of a conven-
tion by law. Some foreign constitutions have contained restric-
tions in this respect, which restrictions tended, by their very
nature, to produce revolution. The late violent change of gov-
ernment in France, it is notorious, is immediately traceable to
a provision of the constitution which interposed undue obstacles
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in the way of the constitutional call ol a constituent assembly,
or convention.

Do the principles, which the committee have thus developed,
require, or admit any qualification? We are not aware of
any, save such as may be founded on provisions of one sort or
another, to be found in many constitutions. As (his part of the
inquiry is one of construction applied to written instruments of
organic law, to avoid prolixity the committee will dispose of it
in the most direct way, that of analyses of the present consti-
tution of Massachusetts. We admit, in the outset, that the
constitution no where says, in so many words, the Legislature
may or shall propose a constituent assembly for the revision of
the constitution. Neither did the previous constitution ; and
yet the Legislature assumed, and exercised the power, and by
virtue of this assumed power, it is that the present constitution
exists. The constitution of the confederation contained no
such express power, and yet Congress exercised it, and thus
came the Constitution of the United States. Nay, it is believed
that, in general, that the constitutions, which were the imme-
diate work of the American Revolution of Independence, con-
tained no provision for the assembly of revisory conventions;
and yet all, or nearly all of the state legislatures have exercised
the power.

What is most remarkable in the first constitution of Massa-
chusetts, is this: while it contained no general grant to the
legislature of specific power to call or provide for calling a
revisory convention, it did contain a provision which went
further negatively to exclude by implication such general pow-
er, than any thing which is to be found in the present constitu-
tion. The words are these :

“In order the more effectually to adhere to the principles of
the constitution, and to correct those violations which may by
any means be made therein, as well as to form such alterationsas from experience shall be found necessary, the General Court,which shall be in the year of our Lord one thousand sevenhundred and ninety-five, shall issue precepts, to the selectmenof the several towns, and to the assessors of the unincorporatedplantations, directing them to convene the qualified voters oftheir respective towns and plantations, for the purpose of col-
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lecting their sentiments on the necessity or expediency of revis-
ing the constitution, in order to amendments.

“ And if it shall appear by the returns made that two-thirds
of the qualified voters throughout the state, who shall assemble
and vote, in consequence of said precepts, are in favor of such
revision or amendment, the General Court shall issue precepts,
or direct them to be issued from the secretary’s office to the
several towns to elect delegates to meet in convention for the
purpose aforesaid.

“The said delegates to be chosen in the same manner and
proportion as their representatives in the second branch of the
legislature are by this constitution to be chosen.”

Now this provision is more pregnant with arguments of the
negative implication of the general power in question, than is
any provision of the present constitution. It prescribes a period
for trial of the constitution, and a specific time of revision; it
indicates no other time; and if the existence of the general
power is implied by other parts of the instrument, then, at any
rate, this provision conveys implication of how the general pow-
er shall in such case be exercised. Nevertheless, the General
Court of IS2O assumed to exercise the power; and in the most

important particular did not exercise it according to the form of
this provision of the constitution. Because this provision re-

quired two-thirds. Whereas, the act of 1820 required only a

majority of those voting thereon to call a convention. Where,
then, did that General Court find the power?

The committee presume that they found it, first, in the uni-
versal public law of the United states, dhat they found it,
secondly, in the following grant of the constitution

'•Full power and authority are hereby given and granted to

the said General Court, from time to time, to make, ordain, and
establish, all manner of wholesome and reasonable orders, laws,
statutes and ordinances, directions and instructions, either with
penalties or without, so as the same be not repugnant or con-

trary to this constitution, as they shall judge to be for the good
and welfare of this Commonwealth, and for the government
and ordering thereof, and of the subjects of the same, and for
the necessary support and defence of the government thereof.'

That they found it, thirdly, in the following words of the
constitution : “Government is instituted for the common good;
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for the protection, safety, prosperity, and happiness of the peo-
ple, and not for the profit, honor, or private interest of any one

man, family, or class of men. Therefore the people alone have
an incontestable, unalienable, and indefeasible right to institute
government; and to reform, alter, or totally change the same,
when their protection, safety, prosperity, and happiness re-
quire it.”

These provisions are both of them retained in the present
constitution, and seem to the committee to be, with the estab-
lished principles of public law. to aid in their construction, an
ample warranty for the exercise, by this General Court, of the
power to propose the call of a convention. On the other hand,
it may be alleged. True, the people have a right to alter their
own government when they please; but they also have a right
to deprive themselves of the general power of change; or they
may resign the power to do it in any way except a specified
one; and that they have done so here, by giving up their whole
power of change to the legislature, in the first instance.

In reply to this, we say, first, having in view the constituent
rights reserved to the people by our constitution, the negative
of the power to call a convention is not to be implied; and if
such a negative were even expressly set forth, it would be of
doubtful validity, because inconsistent with, and contradictory
to the rest of the instrument, and wholly incompatible with the
public law of the United States, which demands the reservation
and existence, somewhere, of a complete power of constitutional
revision, as the main security against violent revolution. To
take from the people the faculty of radical change, by constitu-
tional means, in a society where the people possess the-whole
moral and material power, is but to provide beforehand, for
unconstitutional and revolutionary change.

Secondly, we say that the people of Massachusetts have not
relinquished the power, either expressly or impliedly; that they
have not committed this power to other hands; that the consti-
tution contains no negation of the power of the Legislature to
propose a convention. Confessedly, it contains no such express
negation : if the negation be implied, it is in the ninth of the
amendments to the constitution, which provision the committee
now proceed to consider and examine. The article is as
follows:
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“If, at any time hereafter, any specific and particular
amendment or amendments to the constitution be proposed in
the General Court, and agreed to by a majority of the senators
and two-thirds of the members of the House of Representa-
tives present and voting thereon, such proposed amendment or
amendments, shall he entered on the journals of the two houses,
with the yeas and nays taken thereon, and referred to the
General Court, then next to be chosen, and shall be published;
and if, in the General Court next chosen, as aforesaid, such pro-
posed amendment or amendments shall be agreed to by a ma-
jority of the senators and two-thirds of the members of the
House of Representatives present and voting thereon; then it
shall be the duty of the General Court to submit such proposed
amendment or amendments to the people; and if they shall be
approved and ratified by a majority of the qualified voters,
voting thereon at meetings legally warned and holden for that
purpose, they shall become part of the constitution of this Com-
monwealth.”

The phraseology of the article is quite exact and limited. “If
any specific and particular amendment or amendments to the
constitution be proposed in the General Court,” it does not say,
“ all amendments must or shall be proposed in the General
Court.” It does not say—“If amendments become needful,
they shall first be proposed in the General Court.” It does not
say—“ If the constitution requires revision, this shall be done
by the General Court.” Neither in this article, nor anywhere
else in the constitution, is there a phrase or a word, which pro-
vides, intimates, or implies that the General Court may revise
the constitution. “If any specific and particular amendment
be proposed in the General Court.” But suppose that no spe-
cific amendment is proposed in the General Court. What then I
Does it follow that no constitutional means exist, to provide for
the assembly of a convention to revise or amend the constitu-
tion I Does the constitution as it stands, preclude all possibility
of a constitutional call of a convention? Has the whole of the
“ inconlestible, unalienable and indefeasible right” of the people,
“to institute government, and to reform, alter, or totally change
the same” —has all this transcendant power of the people of
Massachusetts passed away from them, stolen off as it were, in
the little if of the ninth article of amendment? It is impossi-
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ble. We utterly refuse and reject all such forced, violent, un-
natural, monstrous inferences of implication, from the mere
permission accorded the General Court to propose “any specific
and particular amendment or amendments.” If such implica-
tion were well founded, if this provision did, in fact, go the
length of negativing, in this respect, the general right of the
people, “to reform, alter, or totally change ” the constitution, of
negativing the special power of the Legislature to provide con-
stitutional means foi the exercise of this right, comprehended in
the general power given the General Court, “to make, ordain,
and establish all manner of wholesome and reasonable orders,
laws, statutes and ordinances, directions and instructions as
they shall judge to be for the good and welfare of the Common-
wealth,” and also of negativing the general, public and constitu-
tional law of the United States,—if, we repeat, all these nega-
tive inferences are well deduced from the ninth article of amend-
ment, then it effectually tends to bring on, and might ultimately
justify a revolutionary change of the constitution.

Arguments adverse to these views of the committee have
been deduced from a supposed opinion of the supreme court of
the Commonwealth, denying the right of the Legislature in the
premises. We say, supposed opinion, for in fact no such opin-
ion, going to this length, exists The supposition grows out of
a misconception of the tenor of the answer of the court to cer-
tain questions proposed by the House of Representatives in1833, as the committee now proceed to explain.

The questions were two. First, whether, if a convention
shall be assembled upon a proposition of the Legislature, “forthe purpose of revising or altering the constitution in any speci-fied parts thereof,” the convention can go beyond the specifiedparts? And secondly, whether “can any specific and partic-ular amendment or amendments to the constitution be made inany other manner than that prescribed in the ninth article?”nd upon these two questions, the court give their opinion.
7011 th® first question, the court express the opinion, that ife people should, by the terms of their vote, decide to call aconvention to consider the expediency of altering the constitu-on m some particular part thereof, the convention deriving itswhole power frorn such vote, could not under the same, go be-yond it into other parts of the constitution. Now, for comment
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on this, the committee have occasion simply to say, that it de-
cides nothing as to the general question of the power of a con-
vention assembled under a vote of the people, without restric-
tions., of subject mailer. Still less does it decide anything as to
the power of the Legislature, which is the thing now in con-
troversy, for the question made, and the question answered by
the court, is of the power of the convention. The court say
truly, that a convention has such powers, and only such pow-
ers, as it may receive from the constituent people.

Upon the second question, the court is of opinion that “a
strong implication arises against the existence of any other
power, (than that defined in the ninth article,) under the con-
stitution, for the same purposes.” The committee observe in
the first place, that this opinion of the court is very cautiously
stated. They think there is a strong implication, so and so.
They do not discover in this view of the case, any conclusive
grounds of decision, but only a “strong implication” of conclu-
sion. In the conclusion thus modestly stated by the court,
namely, that the ninth article excludes the existence of any
other power in the constitution for the same purposes, any other
power to propose specific amendments of the constitution by
act of the Legislature; not only do the committee agree, but
they maintain the same thing in positive terms, as will appear
in a subsequent part of this report.

Secondly, the implication, such as it is, decides nothing as to
the present controversy; for .the implication is merely this.
Inasmuch as the constitution provides a particular method by
which a specific legislative amendment of the constitution may
be made, it is to be inferred by implication that there can be
no other method of accomplishing “the same purposes.” Beit
so. But then the assumed implication is limited to the assumed
case, namely, a specific Legislative amendment, and leaves un-
touched the general question of the power of the Legislature to

propose a convention, with power either restricted or unrestrict-
ed ; either for the amendment or the general revision of the con-

stitution.
The committee, unreservedly accepting the conclusions of the

court, might stop here; but their respect for the court, induces
them to go further, and endeavor to free those general conclu-
sions from the discredit of the improper use, which some per-
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sous have made, of certain dicta or argumentative expressions

occurring in the course of the opinion. We remark first, that
the “ opinion” itself, is of the class which are, by their very
nature, so far as opinions the least authoritative and peremp-
tory ; those, to wit, on a case stated, and without contentious
argument, to inform or suggestively instruct the court.

Secondly, the “Opinion” relates to political questions, in con-
tradistinction to questions of private right, and in all such cases,
the conclusion itself, and still more, the arguments through
which it is reached, are the more open to query because the whole
subject is out of the range of the systematized tradition and
settled precedents, which are the familiar guides to truth, in
ordinary legal controversy. We deem it important to keep in
view these qualifying considerations in estimating the weight of
the dicta alluded to, or argumentative expressions of the court,
which are embraced in the concluding words of the “ opinion,”
on the second question proposed, as follows:—“Considering
that previous to 1820, no mode was provided by the constitu-
tion for its own amendment, that no other power for that pur-

pose, than in the mode alluded to, is anywhere given in the
constitution, by implication or otherwise, and that the mode
thereby provided appears manifestly to have been carefully con-
sidered, and the power of altering the constitution thereby con-
ferred, to have been cautiously restrained and guarded ; we
think a strong implication arises against the existence of any
other power under the constitution, for the same purposes.”

iNow, a careful study of this paragraph, suggests the follow-
ing reflections.

True, the power of amendment conferred on the Legislature,
is “cautiously restrained and guarded,” and to be exercised in
a mode “carefully considered,’ but in what sense, and in
which direction considered, restrained, and guarded? In the
sense of limiting the constituent power of the people? In the
direction of taking away the constituent power of the people,and vesting this iirevocably in the Legislature? No, but justthe contrary of this. The people in adopting the ninth article,do not say, we hereby explicitly and forever abdicate our con-
stituent power, and surrender it past recall into the hands ofthe Legislature. On the contrary, they say if. If we conferany constituent power whatever on the Legislature, it we com-
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mit to them any part of our own high functions in this respect,
if we suffer them to overstep the limits of merely legislative
power in the least degree, if we do this at all, we only give up
to them a single scrap of our transcendant organic rights, and
this carefully considered, and cautiously restrained and guard-
ed, in the sense of limitation to them, not of limitation to us,
namely, a certain modified power to propose to us any specified
amendment of the constitution. Is not such the obvious import
of the ninth article 1 There was no need, as the committee
will presently show, to give to the Legislature, by a new arti-
cle, the power to propose a specific amendment of the constitu-
tion; the Legislature possessed it already. It might pass a
proposition of amendment, like any other order, law, statute,
ordinance, direction, or instruction, by an ordinary majority,
and at once take the sense of the people thereon. But on re-
vising the constitution, the people said to the Legislature—We
leave to you the general legislative power, as before, but if it
shall occur to you to meddle with the constituent power—“ if,
at any time hereafter, any specific and particular amendment of
the constitution be proposed in the General Court,” then,
instead of being subject to be passed by one Legislature, and an
ordinary vole, as it heretofore might be, and submitted at once
to us for consideration, it shall hereafter, as well to restrain
your power in this respect, as to guard our rights, be required
of you to pass such amendment, by a two-thirds vote, and in
two successive Legislatures.

In the “opinion,” it is said, that “previous to 1820 no mode
was provided by the constitution for its own amendment.
It is plain this position is too unqualified and absolute in terms.
What the court intend is clear, namely, that in the original
constitution there was no express power of general amendment
set forth in particular terms, as such, and applicable to all times
and subjects. There are in it express provisions for its con-

tingent revision or amendment, at the expiration of a given
period of time, fifteen years. And it must have contained some

grant to the General Court, of legislative power broad enough

to comprehend this particular act of legislation; for the legisla-
ture, and the people, in 1820, found it therein, and by virtue of

it, a constituent convention, whose legality is unchallenged,
then met.
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But the court proceed to say, “No other power for that pur-
pose. (namely, amendment.) than in the mode alluded to,
(namely, the ninth article,) is any where given in the constitu-
tion, by implication, or otherwise.” The expression here quoted
has been understood and argued upon, as importing that the
constitution proper , does not, by implication or otherwise, con-
tain any power, by the exercise of which it can be amended,
and that, therefore, the legislature has no power to propose a
convention. Now. so far as regards the present question, the
constitution proper stands just as it stood originally, and, if it
does not now contain any power to propose the call of a con-
vention, it did not contain any such then. And if so, the act of
IS2O was a mere usurpation, and the proceedings of the legisla-
ture, at that time, were altogether extra legal, unconstitutional,
and revolutionary. Nay, if so, the constitution was irrevisable,
and unamendable, constitutionally speaking, after the year
1795, and after that year, the Governor, Senate, and House of
Representatives, as then organized, were the unchangeable gov-
ernment of the Commonwealth. We do not believe the court
intended to advance a doctrine, involving all these conse-
quences ; and we think, therefore, an erroneous construction
has been applied to the first, part of this “Opinion.”

The committee, in a previous part of this Report, have ex-
pressed the opinion unequivocally, that the constitution does
give to the legislature power to propose a convention, but the
course of the argument, regarding the erroneous construction
which has been affixed to the phrases under review, in the
“Opinion” of the supreme court, calls for the restatement of theposition, and in a different relation of ideas.

The people reserve to themselves, by the constitution, thepower to reform, alter, or totally change the same at will andthey declare this right of theirs to be unalienable and indcfeasi-We, If it be a right indefeasible, then assuredly it cannot betaken away by implication. If it be unalienable, then, althoughone generation, or one set of men, shall assume to alienate it byhe most express, and explicit words, and in the most solemnorm, still such alienation would be nugatory, void, null, so faras regards a succeeding generation, or another set of men Itis not pretended that this right was alienated, or that the powerwas even temporarily entrusted to others by the constitution, as
5
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it originally stood. How, then, by or under that constitution,
are the right to be maintained, and the power exercised, in the
reserved contingency of the “ protection, safety, prosperity and
happiness” of the people, requiring amendments of the consti-
tution ? By revolutionary force, and this alone? Surely this
is a violent assumption. Constitutions are not made in order to
define or prescribe the mode of exercising revolutionary power
and rights. Revolutionary rights are above all written consti-
tutions ; revolutionary powers are exercised by revolutionary
force, not by paper forms. Whatever the people of Massachu-
setts put in the constitution, to be done, they put there as con-
stitutional matter. Of course, having constitutionally reserved
the faculty of amending the constitution, they must have pro-
vided constitutional means of attaining this object. They did
so in the giving and granting to the General Court, full power
and authority to make, ordain, and establish, all manner of
wholesome and reasonable orders, laws, statutes, and ordinan-
ces. as they shall judge to be for the good and welfare of the
Commonwealth. Is it possible to deny that full power to make
all manner of orders, laws, statutes, and ordinances, is broad
enough to comprehend a law to take the sense of the people on
the expediency of calling a convention? If there could be
found in the constitution a proviso expressly forbidding the
legislature to enact such a law, then, but not otherwise, could
the power be rightfully deemed as excepted from the all manner
of stallties and ordinances, which it is given and granted to the
General Court, to make, ordain, and establish.

But why, it may be thought worth while to inquire, did not
the framers of the constitution insert in the constitution a specific
and permanent provision for amendments, as is done in the con-
stitution of the United Stales ? We reply, first, we presume
the people of Massachusetts did not suppose it possible for a
succeeding generation to doubt whether the General Court,
being vested by the constitution with all manner of legislative
power, have constitutional authority to provide legal means for
the performance of an act, which the constitution expressly sets
forth shall be done, in a given exigency. As for the constitu-
tion of the United States, that starts from different premises,
not containing any Bill of Rights.

On the other side, it may, perhaps, be admitted, that the
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legislature had the power to pass such an act prior to 1820, and
that the act of that year was constitutional, provided this ad-
mission be coupled with the assertion, that the power was taken
away by the provision of amendment in the ninth article, as
indicating the agents by and through whom, exclusively, here-
after, forever, the people are to exercise their reserved constitu-
ent power. Such seems to be the import of the idea, current in
some quarters, of the nonexistence of any other amendatory
power in the constitution.

This, then, is a question of repeal by implication. It was
constitutionally possible, before the year 1820, to assemble a
constituent convention. The people had, by the constitution,
reserved to themselves the whole power of revision and amend-
ment ; they had prescribed that, in fifteen years, at least, the
General Court should provide by law for a popular vote on the
question of revision : they had thus by implication indicated
how the expediency of revision should or could be constitution-
ally considered and determined at any subsequent time; and
they had given to the General Court full power to make any
statute, or ordinance, on this or any other subject which the
welfare of the Commonwealth might require. But all this, it
must be argued on the other side, is now struck out of the con-
stitution. To be sure the article by which the people reserve to
themselves the power of amendment, remains in the Bill of
Rights, with all its pristine vigor, and emphasis of expression ;
but still, the whole constituent power is virtually taken away
from the people, by implication; insensibly it has passed from
them, they have unwittingly surrendered it; they have uncon-
sciously abdicated their sovereign constituent station, in behalf
ofcertain favored persons, to wit, one-third of the members of
the General Court, not representing, perhaps, so much as one-third of the citizens of the State, and who, yet, by their nega-
tive authority, are now become the supreme arbiters and un-changeable guardians of the constitution.

Have the people so dethroned and stultified themselves? Ifthat be the implied effect of the ninth article, it is mightily to
strain the strength of negative implication, and may seem tojustify a severe scrutiny of the whole doctrine, as applied to thearticle.

The ninth article provides merely, that if a specific amend-
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merit be proposed, in the General Court, it shall go through
certain prescribed forms of legislation before it can be submitted
to the people. The committee have once already critically an-
alyzed this provision, to see whether it contains within itself
any expression, or any intimation of repeal, negation, or exclu-
sion, as relates to a constituent convention; and it manifestly
does not. We have now to examine it in another point of view,
namely, to see what it implies, ipso facto , in the relation of the
grant of powers.

We think, we are willing to concede, that the provision im-
plies a power on the part of the legislature, to propose specific
amendments of the constitution, in a prescribed way, and form.
This limited power, however, is here, in this article, implied
only; it is not expressly granted; on the contrary, such lan-
guage is employed as to indicate very precisely, and most une-
quivocally what the convention of 1820 perfectly well under-
stood, that the General Court already possessed the power of
proposing specific constitutional amendments, in virtue of some
other article of the constitution, and that the whole object of
the convention, in this article, was to limit instead of extending
the constituent power of the legislature. In the discussion of
the subject hitherto, we may have seemed tacitly to assume
that, under the constitution, as it stood originally, the only
method of amendment was by means of a convention. We
assume, and admit no such thing. We hold it to be indisputa-
ble, that the General Court, possessing full power by express
grant, to make, ordain, and establish all manner of statutes

and ordinances, had, as parcel thereof, the particular power by
mere major vote of a quorum of one General Court, that is, nine
voles in the Senate, and thirty-one in the House, to propose to

the people any specific amendment, or amendments of the con-

stitution. The convention of 1820 conceived this to be an ex-

orbitant power, one of inconvenient consequences possibly, as

enabling a mere majority of the General Court to unsettle the
constitution by hasty propositions of amendment, and therefore
they suggested by the ninth article stringent limitations of the pre-
existing power of the legislature. They knew the General Court

had the power already; that there was no doubt of it; that

there was no occasion to repeat the grant; instead of doing

which superfluous thing, and thus introducing repetition, sur-
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plusage, or tautology, into the constitution, since the design
was merely to diminish existing power, they employed the apt
logical expression applicable to the premises and their purposes,
and said, '• If, at any time hereafter, any specific and particular
amendment or amendments to the constitution be proposed in
the General Court,” (in the exercise, let us add, to complete the
idea, of the full powers thereto given and granted in another
part of the constitution,) then, and in such a case, the action of
the General Court shall be subject to such and such new lim-
itations. If, on the other hand, the convention had entertained
the slightest doubt of the General Court possessing the power;
and if they had designed to give to the General Court a new
power, to the exclusion of any other power to the same end,
then they were bound to say, at the commencement of the arti-
cle, and in the use of apt logical language, must have said, as
they do in the second article of amendment, concerning cities,
namely; The General Court shall have full power and author-
ity to propose any amendment or amendments of the constitu-
tion; and if, at any time hereafter, any specific and panicular
amendment or amendments to the constitution be proposed in
the General Court, the method of proceeding shall be the fol-
lowing, and so forth, as prescribed in the ninth article.

The committee confidently submit that this is the only true
construction of these parts of the constitution. The convention
of IS2O did not dream of granting a new power to the Legisla-
ture in this respect: if it had, it would have said so, either ex-
pressly or by pregnant implication. It intended simply to re-
strain existing legislative power, in one specific respect, that, nomore and no less, it did, in language of logical and technical
precision. The convention did not intend to restrain or take
away existing legislative power, in any other respect; if theyhad, they would have plainly said it, and as they did not say iteither expressly or impliedly, of course they left unimpaired the
pre-existing power of the Legislature to propose a constituent
convention. Moreover, and above all, the convention did notdream of touching the reserved constituent powers of the peo-pe and transferring those powers permanently and unchangea-
f othe Legislature; if they had. they would have madeZl leaSt ’ t 0 6XpreSS SUch an idea - th°ngh is inH ’ dlfficult t 0 Collceive of any form of words adequate to do
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this, without a complete re-cast of the whole constitution, and
an elaborate repudiation and repeal of the entire, fundamental
political doctrine of the United States.

The committee have looked into the “journal of the debates
and proceedings,” of the convention of 1820, to see what light,
if any, it may throw on this question. Arguments adduced in
debate, are, it, is true, of little force in construing doubtful pro-
visions of law, and of none at all, in construing such as are
unambiguous and explicit. Nothing is perceived in the debates
on the ninth article, to affect the conclusions of the committee.
Mr. Quincy and others argued on the side of more restriction of
amendments; Mr. Lincoln and others, against it, and Mr. Web-
ster defended the proposition as it stands. The convention,
however, in their address to the people, refer to amendments by
convention, as presenting “obstacles of magnitude,” in the pre-
liminary measures for convening such an assembly, and in its
expense, and they recommend the ninth article as affording
means sufficiently guarded to obtain specific amendments, with
comparatively small expense; but they do not suggest, or imply
that the Legislature has no power to pass a law proposing a
convention.

The committee feel assured that no person, who candidly
considers the whole subject in the point of view here presented,
will continue to think that the ninth article was intended to

confer any new power on the General Court, or that it provides
any substitute or alternative power in the place of, or in oppo-
sition to, any old one, or that in so doing it impliedly repeals
the former power of the Legislature to propose to the people a

constituent convention for the revision or amendment ot the

constitution. The supreme court do not say this, the constitu-
tion does not say or imply it; the contrary of this is demon-

strated by the whole spirit, and by the express letter, of the

constitution.
To propose to the people to vote on the question, whether

they will or will not have a convention, and to do this by act of

the Legislature, is emphatically constitutional, nay, it is far

within the power of the Legislature; for we might, if we saw

fit, ourselves decide to call a convention, and such an act won

not be a thing absolutely new in the constitutional history o

the country. But what we propose is a less exercise of power,
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and is more perfectly conformable to the usages and traditions
of the Commonwealth. This is the course of proceeding adopt-
ed by the Legislature of 1779, and which produced the consti-
tution ; it is the course which the constitution itself required to
be pursued in 1795, and it is the course which the Legislature
of 1820 followed, when the progress of ideas and events, and
the curtailment of the territory of the Commonwealth called for
material amendments of the constitution. Such a course of
proceeding, introduced by the statesmen of the revolution, imi-
tated by their immediate successors, and sanctioned by the re-
peated approbation of the people, is proposed now, when, after
the lapse of a generation, and in the farther progress of ideas
and events, and the great increase of the population of the Com-
monwealth, and the radical changes which have transpired in
the condition, pursuits and relations of men, a similar exigency
seems to exist for the revision and amendment of the constitu-
tion.

In conclusion, the committee report the accompanying bill.
WHITING GRISWOLD,
ANSON BURLINGAME,
MOSES WOOD,
ISAAC DAVIS,
R. C. BROWN,
MARTIN BRIA Ml’
JOHN B. NICHOLS,
SAMUEL C. POMEROY,
WILLIAM W. BACON,
WILLIAM CLEVERLY,
JOHN W. SIMONDS.
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AN ACT

Relating to the calling a Convention of Delegates of the
People, for the purpose of Revising the Constitution.

BE it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representa-
tives, in General Court assembled, and hy the authority of
the same, as follows :

1 Sect. 1. The inhabitants of the several cities,
2 towns, districts, and places within this Commonwealth,
3 qualified to vote for senators or representatives in the

4 general court, shall, on the second Monday of Novem-
-5 her next, at the meetings to be then held in the sev-

-6 eral cities and towns in the Commonwealth, for the

7 choice of governor, lieutenant governor, senators, and
8 representatives in the general court, an article for this

9 purpose being inserted in the warrants calling said

10 meetings, give in their votes by ballot, on this ques-
-11 tion, “Is it expedient that delegates should be chosen,

12 to meet in convention, for the purpose of revising or

13 altering the constitution of government of this Com-

-14 mon wealth 1 ” And the vote upon said question shall

erommoutotalti) of Itfasßacijusctts.

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Fifty-
Two.
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15 be in open meeting, and the votes in the several cities
16 and towns in the Commonwealth shall be received,
17 sorted, counted, declared, and transmitted to the sec-

-18 retary of the Commonwealth, in the same manner as

19 the votes for governor, lieutenant governor, and sena-
-20 tors, are now received, sorted, counted, declared, and
21 transmitted, by the constitution and laws of theCo-
m-22 monwealth; and all returns not thus made shall be
23 rejected in the counting. And the governor and
24 council shall open and examine the returns, made as
25 aforesaid, and count the votes given on the said ques-
-26 tion ; and the governor shall, by public proclamation,
27 to be made on or before the first Wednesday in Jan-
-28 nary next, make known the result, by declaring the
29 number appearing in favor of choosing delegates for
30 the purpose aforesaid, and the number of votes ap-
-31 pearing against the same; and if it shall appear that
32 a majority of the votes, given in and returned as afore-
-33 said, are in favor of choosing delegates as aforesaid,
34 the same shall be deemed and taken to be the will of
35 the people of the Commonwealth, that a convention
36 should meet accordingly; and in case of such major-
-37 ity, the governor shall call upon the people to elect-
-38 delegates to meet in convention, in the manner here-
-39 inafter provided.

1 Sect. 2. If it shall be declared by the said pro--2 clamation, that the majority of votes, aforesaid, is in3 favor of choosing delegates, as above mentioned, the
4 inhabitants of the several cities and towns within theo Commonwealth, now entitled any one year to send6 one or more representatives to the general court, shall
T on the first Monday of March, in the year one thou’8 sand e,Sht hundred and fifty-three, assemble in their9 Several mcetlngs, to be duly notified by warrant from

6
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10 the selectmen of the several towns and the mayor and
11 aldermen of the several cities, and shall elect one or
12 more delegates, not exceeding the number of repre-
-13 sentatives to which each town or city was entitled
14 last year, it being the year in which the valuation of
15 estates in the Commonwealth was settled, to meet
16 delegates from other towns and cities in convention,
17 for the purposes hereinafter expressed. And at such
18 meetings of the inhabitants, every person entitled to
19 vote for representatives in the general court, shall
20 have a right to vote in the choice of delegates, and
21 the same officers, in the several cities and towns in
22 the Commonwealth, shall preside at such elections, as
23 now preside in the choice of representatives to the
24 general court; and the votes for said delegates shall
25 be received, sorted, counted, declared, recorded, and
26 copies thereof delivered to the delegates chosen, in
27 the same manner as is now provided for in the case of
28 representatives to the general court. And all laws
29 now in force, regulating the duty and conduct of town
30 and city officers, sheriffs, magistrates, and electors, in
31 the election of governor, lieutenant governor, senators
32 and representatives, shall, as far as applicable, apply,
33 and be in full force and operation, as to all meetings
34 holden, and elections and returns made under this act,
35 or which by this act are required to be holden or
36 made, and upon the like forfeitures and penalties.

1 Sect. 3. The persons so elected delegates, shall
2 meet in convention in the State House in Boston, on

3 the first Wednesday in May, in the year one thousand
4 eight hundred and fifty-three; and they shall be the

5 judges of the returns and elections of their own mem-
-6 hers, and may adjourn from time to time; and one

7 hundred of the persons elected shall constitute a quo-
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8 rum for the transaction of business ; and they shall
9 proceed as soon as may be to organize themselves in

10 convention, by choosing a president, and such other
11 officers as they may deem expedient, and by es-

-12 tablishing proper rules of proceeding; and when or-

-13 ganized, they may take into consideration the propri-
-14 ety, and expediency of revising the present constitu-
-15 tion of government of this Commonwealth, or the
16 propriety and expediency of making any, and if any,
17 what alterations or amendments, in the present
18 constitution of government of this Commonwealth.
19 And such alterations or amendments when made and
20 adopted by the said convention, shall be submitted to
21 the people for their ratification and adoption, in such
22 manner as the said convention shall direct; and if
23 ratified by the people in the manner directed by the
24 said convention, the constitution shall be deemed and
25 taken to be altered or amended accordingly; and if
26 not so ratified, the present constitution shall be and
27 remain the constitution of government of this Com-
-28 monwealth.

1 Sect. 4. The said convention shall establish the
2 pay or compensation of its officers and members, and
3 the expense of its session; and his excellency the
4 governor, by and with the advice and consent of the
5 council, is authorized to draw his warrant on the
6 treasury therefor.

1 Sect. 5. The secretary of the Commonwealth is
2 hereby directed forthwith after the passage thereof, to
3 transmit printed copies of this act to the selectmen of
4 each town, and the mayor an aldermen of each city
5 within the Commonwealth ; and whenever the gov-
-6 ernor shall issue his proclamation, calling upon the
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7 people to elect delegates, to meet in convention as
8 aforesaid, the said secretary shall also immediately
9 thereafter, transmit printed copies of said proclama-

-10 tion, attested by himself, to the selectmen of each
11 town, and the mayor and aldermen of each city in the
12 Commonwealth.
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The undersigned, a minority of the committee, to whom was
referred so much of the governor’s address as relates to the call-
ing of a Convention, and to whom also were committed several
orders respecting Amendments of the Constitution, ask permis-
sion to assign their reasons for dissenting from the report of the
majority. It will be noticed that the grounds assumed by us
render it unnecessary to offer any remark respecting many of
the topics on which the majority comment at length.

Hut a short time since, no longer ago than November last, a
proposition for a convention, similar to the one now proposed,
was laid before the people of the Commonwealth, and rejected
by a majority of five thousand votes, there being majorities
against it in eleven of the fourteen counties of the State. We
are not aware of any additional information on this subject,
which would lead the people to contradict, a short time hence'language just uttered by them in so emphatic a voice. It is nocompliment to the intelligence and stability of this community,to suppose that they are ready to reverse an opinion deliber-ately expressed but a few months ago, and when nothing hasoccurred to change it. We consider the decision made at thepolls in November last a sufficient reason, were there no otherwhy this subject ought not to be again agitated at the preset,!
time. 1

Hut there is a much more decisive objection to the measureo calling a convention; viz, that we regard such a measureas inconsistent both with the letter and the intent of the con-stitution.
On consulting the debates in the convention of 1820, it is veryevident that the members of that body did not suppose that fu-ture conventions would be necessary, and that it was their do-mili° Pr °

r
m an ° lher m° de> for wliatcver amendmentsuught at any future time be found needful.

MINORITY REPORT.
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The character of that convention is too well known to make

any comment necessary on the respect to which its decisions are
entitled. The only question is, what did they intend, and what
did they do? In the Ninth Article of Amendments they point
out the course for making future amendments, and their silence
respecting any other course, taken in connection with the rea-
sons which they themselves assigned for proposing no other
course, amounts in effect to a prohibition of any other mode.
The people, by their acceptance of the Ninth Article, sanc-
tioned this decision of that convention, and no convention can
be constitutionally held hereafter, until the said Ninth Article
is superseded in the manner provided by itself.

Said Ninth Article is in the words following, viz.:—
Art. 9. If at any time hereafter, any specific and particular

amendment or amendments to the constitution be proposed in
the General Court, and agreed to by a majority of the senators
and two thirds of the members of the house of representatives
present and voting thereon, such proposed amendment or amend-
ments shall be entered on the journals of the two houses, with
the yeas and nays taken thereon, and referred to the general
court then next to be chosen, and shall be published ; and if in
the general court next chosen, as aforesaid, such proposed
amendment or amendments shall be agreed to by a majority of
the senators and two thirds of the members of the house of rep-
resentatives present and voting thereon ; then it shall be the
duty of the general court to submit such proposed amendment
or amendments to the people; and if they shall be approved and
ratified by a majority of the qualified voters, voting thereon, at

meetings legally warned and holden for that purpose, they shall
become part of the constitution of this Commonwealth.

That this amendment was intended to prevent the calling of
future conventions, and is a virtual prohibition thereof, must

be inferred from what was said in the convention that proposed
it, as well as from its own words.

In the convention of 1820, the several parts of the constitu-
tion were apportioned for revision, among ten large committees.
The committee that reported the Ninth Article consisted of
twenty-one members, Daniel Webster their chairman. The

resolution which proposed the Ninth Article came up for con-
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sideration before the convention on December sth. It was
moved by a member to strike out the words “two thirds,” so as
to require only three fifths or a bare majority for proposing
amendments. Mr. Webster replied, “ They thought the con-
vention would have a view to the permanency of the constitu-
tion. It had been found in the practice of forty years that it
had served to protect all the essential rights of the citizens—-
that the great outlines were so established as to need no altera-
tion. It was thought therefore that a provision for a general
revision was unnecessary. Any plain, sensible, and useful alter-
ations would easily be effected in the mode proposed.”

On the 25th of December, this point was again discussed.
Mr. Webster opposed striking out “two thirds” and inserting
“ a majority.” “If adopted, the whole constitution would be
constantly under amendment, and every change of party would
effect an amendment in the constitution.” On the following
day he said, “ It occurred to the committee, that, with the ex-
perience which we have had of the constitution, there was little
probability that, after the amendments which should now be
adopted, there would ever be occasions for great changes. No
revision of its general principles would be necessary, and the
alterations which should be called for by a change of circum-
stances, would be limited and specific. It was therefore the
opinion of the committee that vo provision for the revision of the
whole constitution was expedient

, and the only question was, in
what manner it should be provided that particular amendments
•might be obtained. It was a natural course, and conformable
to analogy and precedent in some degree, that every proposition
for amendment should originate in the Legislature under certain
guards, and be sent out to the people.”

It does not appear that any one dissented from this view ofthe subject as taken by Mr. Webster, hut that the opinion of thewhole convention was, that (he Ninth Article provided for all
the amendments which would become necessary, and that
U would supersede the calling of any future convention. There
is no doubt that such was their intention. The people saw fitto ratify that intention. The people decided that they wouldbold no more conventions for altering the constitution, as theydid not think that any provision for the revision of the whole
constitution was expedient, and this decision cannot be set aside.
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except in the manner which the constitution itself provides, the
manner pointed out in the said Ninth Article.

The question of calling a convention was raised in the Legis-
lature of 1833, but the House of Representatives would not
proceed to recommend the measure, unless their doubts could
be first removed by an opinion of the Supreme Judicial Court,
the authorized expounder of the constitution and laws It, is
unnecessary to add that the following opinion, which we copy
in full, but confirmed those doubts.

[House Doc No. 17, 1833.]

To the Honorable the House of Representatives of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts :

The Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court have taken into
consideration the two questions, submitted to them, and upon
which the honorable House has requested their opinion, of the
following tenor, viz.:—

First. Whether, if the Legislature should submit to the
people to vote upon the expediency of having a convention of
delegates of the people, for the purpose of revising or altering
the constitution of the Commonwealth, in any specified parts
thereof; and a majority of the people voting thereon should de-
cide in favor thereof, could such convention, holden in pursu-
ance thereof, act upon, and propose to the people, amendments
in other parts of the constitution, not so specified?

Second. Can any specific and particular amendment or

amendments to the. constitution be made, in any other manner,
than that prescribed in the Ninth Article of the Amendments
adopted in 1820?

And thereupon have the honor to submit the following
opinion:—

The Court do not understand that it was the intention of the
House of Representatives to request their opinion upon the natu-

ral ri°ht of the people in cases of great emergency, or upon the

obvious failure of their existing constitution, to accomplish the

objects for which it was designed, to provide for the amendment
or alteration of their fundamental laws; nor what would be the

effect of any change and alteration of their constitution made
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under such circumstances, and sanctioned by the assent of the
people. Such a view of the subject would involve the general
question of natural rights, and the inherent and fundamental
principles, upon which civil society is founded, rather than any
question upon the nature, construction or operation of the exist-
ing constitution of the Commonwealth, and the laws made
under it. We presume, therefore, that the opinion requested
applies to the existing constitution and laws of the Common-
wealth, and the rights and powers derived from and under
them.

Considering the questions in this light, we are of opinion,
taking the second question first, that, under and pursuant to the
existing constitution, there is no authority given by any rea-
sonable construction, or necessary implication, by which any
specific and particular amendment or amendments of the consti-
tution can be made, in any other manner, than that prescribed
in the Ninth Article of the Amendments adopted in 1820. Con-
sidering that previous to 1820 no mode was provided by the
constitution for its own amendment, that no other power for
that purpose, than in the mode alluded to, is any where given
in the constitution, by implication or otherwise, and that the
mode thereby provided appears manifestly to have been care-
fully considered, and the power of altering the constitution
thereby conferred, to have been cautiously restrained and
guarded, we think a strong implication arises against the ex-
istence of any other power, under the constitution, for the same
purposes.

Upon the first question, considering that the constitution has
vested no authority in the Legislature, in its ordinary action, to
provide by law, for submitting to the people the expediency of
calling a convention of delegates for the purpose of revising oraltering the constitution of the Commonwealth, it is difficult to
give an opinion upon the question, what would be the power ofsuch a convention, if called. If, however, the people should,by the terras of their vote, decide to call a convention of dele-
gates, to consider the expediency of altering the constitution
“e particular parts thereof, we are of opinion, that suchdelegates would derive their whole authority and commissionrom such vote; and, upon the general principles governing thedelegation of power and authority, they would have no right,
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under such vote, to act upon, and propose amendments, in other
parts of the constitution not so specified.

Lemuel Shaw,
Samuel Putnam,
S. S. Wilde,
Marcus Morton.

Jan. 24, 1833.

The following sentence, contained in the second paragraph
of the above opinion, interposes an obstacle in the way of a
convention, which we do not feel ourselves justified in at-
tempting to set aside. “ Considering that previous to 1820 no
mode was provided by the constitution for its own amendment,
that no other power for that purpose, than in the mode alluded
to, is any where given in the constitution, by implication or oth-
erwise, and that the mode thereby provided appears manifestly
to have been carefully considered, and the power of altering the
constitution thereby conferred, to have been cautiously re-
strained and guarded, we think a strong implication arises
against the existence of any other power, under the constitution,
for the same purpose.”

It is a plain inference also from the first paragraph of said
opinion, that a convention would not be a constitutional measure,
but a measure beyond the constitution, in other words, in viola-
tion of it, and to be justified only by that imperious necessity
which “ would involve the general question of natural rights,
and the inherent and fundamental principles, upon which civil
society is founded.”

The whole matter, then, resolves itself into the following in-
quiry, viz., is the Commonwealth in a case of so great emer-
gency, or has the existing constitution so obviously failed to

accomplish the objects for which it was designed, as to justify
a disregard of it,—notwithstanding our oaths to suport it,
and authorize a resort to revolutionary violence!

How can any man, who has witnessed the unparalleled pros-
perity of Massachusetts for the last fifteen years, in all its inter-

ests, social, industrial, and political, give an affirmative answer
to this question 7

We say nothing of the expense to be incurred by the call ol

a convention, for it is not worthy to be named in comparison
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with the good faith and the fair fame of our ancient Common-
wealth.

No amendment of our constitution has ever yet been made by
party votes, and we trust the day is far distant when our or-
ganic laws will be so shaped as to subserve party purposes.
The last amendment made, that which was proposed by the
Legislatures of 1539 and 1840, received the assent of more than
seven-eighths of the House of Representatives, although the
majority of the ruling party in 18a0 was not much larger than
it is now. If amendments cannot now obtain the requsite ma-
jority of two-thirds, this fact of itself demonstrates that the
Commonwealth is not in a case of so great emergency, as to
justify a violation of our organic laws. But let such amend-
ments, as the condition of the Commonwealth requires, be laid
before us, and there is no reason to doubt a favorable response
on the part of this Legislature. But should its answer be in the
negative, it would be our duty to await the result of better
counsels in due time, and not at once abjure the solemn compact
entered into with each other by the people of Massachusetts.
Let us not rashly attempt to absolve ourselves from our sacred
obligations, till our existing constitution has become an obvious
failure, —by general admission,—and can no longer protect the
rights of the people.

But to speak of that instrument as an obvious failure, in the
midst of the prosperity and happiness which surround us, is an
unjust reproach upon our fathers, and ingratitude to the Great
Legislator of the universe, whose goodness is acknowledged in
the first page of that venerable instrument, whose direction was
devoutly implored, and who has so remarkably blessed and
prospered the work of them and their successors, down to the
present hour.

JOHN A, SHAW,
MYRON LAWRENCE,
WILLIAM SCHOULER,
CHA’S B. ALLEN,
HENRY C. WORTH.

February 21, 1852.




